Proposing MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip) – A Skill Transformation Method between Human and Robot
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ABSTRACT
Skill transformation from the human to the robot is really difficult task because of both are dissimilar bodies. This idea of skill transformation can be inspired by authors by proposing MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip). The goal of this paper is to copy the contents of human brain into robot memory by simply inserting a silicon memory clock chip into robot machine correspondingly this designed methodology also create a permanent human memory back-up of human brain. Such type of mind file is called Brain Back-Up. By utilizing this Digital Immorality concept robot will directly learns from a human without training and teaching that ultimately reduces human burden. This silicon memory clock chip act as an interface or bridge between the human and robot. In the absence of interface the transformation of skills from human to robots is impossible. On the time of skill transformation everything is stored in silicon memory chip that is inserted in human brain. By utilizing this designed methodology human brain downloading will be possible in robot machine. This designed methodology uses "store-and-forward technique". The benefit to use store and forward technique is: provide collaborative learning, time saving during skill transformation that leads to the reduction of effort applied by the human on the time of training. In addition, it also provides a closer view of human-robot interaction that sometimes also called “Robot Fostering”. Limited literature is available in mind uploading [44].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human-Robot Interaction is a highly interdisciplinary field that shows mutual interaction [14] and collaborative behavior [13] during communication. This communication channel provides various psychological approaches for providing different types of interactions at separate modes [29] viz. co-existing, conditional and essential mode [1]. The main aim of HRI is to provide a natural communication medium between the human and robot while utilizing several interfaces during the exchange of the information in any environment. It mainly utilizes two special types of interactions during information exchange from the human to the robot viz. remote interactions and proximate interactions [30].

Remote Interactions: -While utilizing such type of interaction mode robots are separated either spatially or temporary as an example robot can be operated with a remote under some specific area of range.

Proximate Interactions: - Both are co-located in the same room as an example human give command to robotics for performing any task.

They may use any type of interaction mode during communication. As we all know humans have ability to learn new skills either from the environment or from others where learning may be of any type that can be listed below:

- Social Learning.
- Active Learning.
- Passive Learning.
- Reinforcement Learning.

As researchers noticed, robot developers or robot designers spend their maximum time for teaching robot as an example for providing training to robots they most of the times uses reinforcement learning [8] [5] [15] [2] [6]. The benefit to utilize reinforcement learning is it gives behavior based feedback [56] from the environment that correspondingly provide a more natural view of human robotic interaction where the most popular methods are listed below:

Online motion generation method of robotic manipulators that helps to detect the location of dynamic obstacles through interactions [26].

By utilizing touch technology sensor method provides a natural way of interaction [29].

Computer vision technique with remote interactions method [27].

Different types of natural interaction method show user friendly [4] and interactive behavior between human and robot [28]. This closer natural view of interaction sometimes also called “Robot Fostering” [25] [4]. This concept is easily implemented in CAD Programming that may run on offline mode [23] and shows its independent behavior during task performance. The complete working is only depend on the type of programming logic implemented on it as well as dataset consideration on the type of input applied. The main two broad categories of input are vis. homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous consider the same type of data elements whereas heterogeneous means the different types of data elements. The implementation of homogeneous tasks is very easy as compared to heterogeneous tasks because of robots shows robustness in behavior that can be managed independently [44].This paper study considers a set of heterogeneous elements in space where robots plays a distinct role while collecting information from different planets [20] [17] [18].

This paper proposes a new methodology that is termed as MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip). Skills can be
easily transferred from human to robot by utilizing any interface [12] that can be shown in fig.1:-

![Skill Transformation Between Humans to Robots][5]

The main function of designed methodology is copying the contents of the human mind into robot memory. So, the study of brain structure is primary task & mandatory for us. As we all know brain is a collection of thousands of neurons with millions of synapses [67] [37]. There is no any static structure of synapses is defined because of static set of synapses is not fixed in human brains. It may change or develop as per age growing or time going that all depend on the experiences [50]. The study of brain structure includes different types of approaches and two most common and popular approaches are direct or indirect [47]. It can further uses several methods as an example gradual replacement by parts, reconstruction via scanned method and reconstruction from behavior method [46]. Most of the researchers did the study of Blue Brain Project (BBP) for the complete understanding of brain. It is a type of virtual or artificial brain that shows the overall connections of neurons with synapses in the form of electric map [39] [40]. It is a type of computer based intelligence method that provides a faster access than a biological human [63].

This paper uses Silicon_Memory [64] _Clock_Chip as an interface for brain computer interfacing [65] during skill transformation from human to robot. The purpose to use brain computer interfacing with brain implant [68] whose function is simple that is read and record all brain activities for further use after the death of the body whose intelligence will be utilized by brain downloading on robot machine [66]. This technology is called “Blue Brain Incredible Technology (BBIT)”. While utilizing this technology scientists will easily make new homemade brain control robot Remotes [75]. The most popular method presently used by the A.I professionals is termed as PBDM [12] (Programming by Demonstration method) [11] that is working for creating mapping applications by considering robots as an interface [9]. These types of methods will further provide a way or path for mind uploading into robot machine [54] [43] [41]. This process is called migration process [45]. As this idea suggested by authors in this paper when this idea will implemented by the robots experts then it will shape into a kind of “Digital Mind”. And will work as a MSI (Mind Substrate Independent) [59]. By implemented this new proposed mechanism brain downloading will be quite easier in future. Presently, authors studied several different methods of brain uploading [21] that are discussed below one by one:

- **Gradual Uploading:** - This method includes several brain components of nano-transfer. They simply insert nano-devices into human brain for the replacement of neurons at microscopic level [44][51]. The benefit to use this method is direct learning of cells through the information collected from the neurons. In future, it will help to stimulate the behavior of the neurons. Once the construction is complete, the original neuron can be destroyed and the functional analogue can takes place. And this process is repeated for every neuron.

- **Non-Destructive Uploading:** - This method retains the original copy in the form of nano-technology. This type of method uses different types of nano-devices whose function is to control the overall mind technology [57]. At first, for controlling mind it will demand for brain scanning by utilizing brain scanners for downloading of brain contents [61]. Such type of theoretical technology is called WBE(Whole Brain Emulation)[55][60] [36].

The other benefit to use these above discussed methods is an easy detection of exact neural features that also help to verify happiness centers which do not be combine with the prior knowledge with direct experimentation and investigation. Hence, the re-programming of brain [33] results re-eng of brain [53]. This new designed methodology facilitate us the creation of permanent human brain back-up [62] in the form of mind file. This concept is sometimes named as Digital Immortality [52] [42]. The additional benefit of the utilization of this concept is it saves human time as well as energy [19]. The overall working of new designed methodology is named as MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip) is based on “Store-and-Forward Technique”. This new designed technique is divided into two operations viz. Store Operation, Forward Operation that can be discussed below:

**Store Operation:** = Once MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip) is inserted into human brain then its working start. Its main function is to copying & records all the contents that are stored in the memory. The status of store operation can be represented as:

```
HUMAN_STATUS = ACTIVE_MODE.
ROBOT_STATUS = DE-ACTIVE_MODE.
MIND_READING_SILICON_MEMORY_CLOCK_CHIP_STATUS = TRUE.
```

**Forward Operation:** = After collecting the information from human brain silicon memory clock chip will be removed from the human brain and after that inserted into robot memory for copying the contents of human brain that results into permanent human memory back-up in robot machine. The status of forward operation can be represented as:

```
HUMAN_STATUS = DE-ACTIVE_MODE.
ROBOT_STATUS = ACTIVE MODE.
MIND_READING_SILICON_MEMORY CLOCK_CHIP_STATUS = TRUE.
```

This store-and-forward technique may call copy and paste. This method provides a direct method of information transfer from the human brain to robot memory. This process is called mind transfer/mind uploading/mind downloading. Once the movement of human brain to robot machine is possible that it will further considered as a SIM (Substrate Independent
This technology may also call Life Extension or Preservation Technology [48]. This can only be possible with the help of robots. The main purpose of utilization of robots is they are open source programs that actually helps to provide different methods of learning like neural network, motion capture and markov model [82] but the working is only depends on the type of algorithm implemented into it [16] and types of simulator used [82] to run separate types of tasks. Robot can learn different types of skills from humans like object reconfiguration, classification and turn-taking environment [80]. The main purpose is to understand the robot when behave just like humans but independently [83].

The following points must be noted when robots shows their independent behavior while using this new proposed store and forward technique. All are discussed below one by one:

- **Provide Collaborative Learning** as an example robot learns from human experience.
- **The robot training will be reduced up to some extent** because of robot will learn automatically from human experience by simply followed designed approach that is termed as MRS MCC into it. In this way, you can say this also helps to save human energy.
- **Only Single time time consuming process** on the time of logic implementation.
- A type of **portable device** like pen drive so sometimes called Plug-and-Play Technique when inserted into robot.
- **Easy to carry** because of small in size.
- **Permanent Human Brain back up [62]** is easily available. In future if any human memory will getting lost in any accident then some useful information as an example planning about future tasks or business planning’s will be easily fetched from it.
- **Provides a way for indirect communication** by simply following a method of forwarding and transferring skills in unskilled person or disable person [7]. If somebody want to share his or her past knowledge, memories as well as experience. The method follows by them will be termed as Forward-and-Forward” [7] that can be represented in fig.5:

![Fig 2: Transference of skills from human expert to robotics and further robotics into un-skilled persons (Forward-Forward Technique)](image)

For the representation of Forward-Forward technique there at several brain chips are available in the market that can be used by simple insertion in the brain that can be shown in fig.3, 4,5,6,7:

![Fig 3: Brain Implant Chip][69]

![Fig 4:Brain Wave][70][74]

![Fig 5: Brain Implant][71]

![Fig 6: EEG Headset: For measuring Brain Activities][74][76][77]

![Fig 7: Mind Control Headset: Working Based on Epoc Technology][78]

And the other most practical use of Brain implant Chips can be shown in google glasses that can be represented in fig.8 and 9:
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
(R.K. Seth and Rimmy Chuchra et al Jan-2015): This paper discussed about the synergetic interaction among human and robotics by proposing a communication flow methodology by utilizing three different types of interaction modes viz. co-existing, conditional and essential mode. The working of this designed methodology is only depend on the type of input format is applied. The input may either be in the form of analog or digital. This designed methodology facilitates us for providing safer and reliable communication. [1]

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

The function of interface is to provide a medium or channel for skill transformation from human to robot. The mapping of human brain with robot shows the reduced activity of computations form human side & re-produce those computations in code and human brain will live indefinitely (that is you can say millions of years on earth) [35].

4. COMMUNICATION FLOW METHODOLOGY

This chip store every type of data stored in the different portions of human brain. Normally, Human brain is divided into two portions viz. left brain and right brain. Each portion has own separate functions that can be shown in fig. 12 & fig.13:

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discussed about the different types of human robot interaction methods and proposed a new method of skill transformation that is named as MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip). The complete working of this designed methodology depends on store and forward technique. The benefit to use store-and-forward technique is to create a human memory backup (that is brain downloading) by utilizing MRSCC (Mind Reading Silicon Clock Chip). While
performing store operation human is in ACTIVE_MODE and ROBOT will be on DEACTIVE_MODE and for performing forward operation HUMAN will be on DEACTIVE_MODE and ROBOT will be on ACTIVE_MODE. In both cases the status of CLOCK_CHIP remains same that is TRUE. It indicates enable that is chip is ready to use. This proposed communication flow methodology as developed in this paper provides a closer interaction called Robot Fostering by utilizing interface that is silicon memory clock chip where the function is to store everything whatever is in human brain into its memory until memory full.

6. FUTURE SCOPE
In this future, this work of skill transformation can be extended by inserting camera in eye contact lens that utilizes smart lens technology. The main function of camera in eye contact lens is to capture all contents or images that are study by human eye either through books or from other relevant sources and correspondingly insert wireless antenna into human head that provide connectivity with the external devices during information exchange. The size of wireless antenna is thicker than the human hair. The main function of wireless camera is to capture all records or contents that are read by human eye. In this way, wireless camera and wireless antenna collectively helps to transfer human skills to robotics in more convenient way rather than first storing and after that forwarding into robot machine.
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